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Abstract 

In order to accurately simulate the whole urban flooding processes and assess the flood risks to 

people and vehicles in floodwaters, a 2D-surface and a 1D-sewer integrated hydrodynamic model 

was proposed in this study, with the module of flood risk assessment of people and vehicles being 

included. The proposed model was firstly validated by a dual-drainage laboratory experiment on the 

flood inundation process over a typical urban street, and the relative importance of model 

parameters and model uncertainties were evaluated using the GSA-GLUE method. Then the model 

was applied to simulate an actual urban flooding process that occurred in Glasgow, UK, with the 

influence of the sewer drainage system on flood inundation processes and hazard degree 

distributions of people and vehicles being comprehensively discussed. The following conclusions 

are drawn from this study: (i) The proposed model has a high degree of accuracy with the NSE 

values of key hydraulic variables greater than 0.8 and the GSA indicates that Manning roughness 

coefficients for surface and sewer flows, inlet weir and orifice discharge coefficients, are the most 

relevant parameters to influence the simulated results; (ii) vehicles are vulnerable to larger water 

depths while human stability is significantly influenced by higher flow velocities, with the overall 

flood risk of people being less than that of vehicles; and (iii) about 88.7% of the total inflow volume 
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was drained to the sewer network, and the sewer drainage system greatly reduced the flood risks to 

people and vehicles except the local areas with large inundation water depths, where the sewer 

drainage increased the local flow velocity leading to higher flood risks especially for people. 

Keywords: urban flooding, integrated modeling, flood risk assessment, human safety, vehicle safety 

 

1 Introduction 

Flooding is one of the most destructive natural disasters in the world, which can not only threaten 

the safety of people and property but also lead to some social and environmental consequences 

(Michel-Kerjan and Kunreuther, 2011; Adnan et al., 2019a; Han and He, 2021). The flood risk of an 

area is closely related to the natural geographical features and infrastructure levels (Adnan et al., 

2019b). Exceptionally heavy rainfall is identified as the main driver of extreme flooding events, and 

in some cases, the combined effect of extreme precipitation with river flood and storm surges will 

result in more catastrophic losses, especially for densely populated riverside or coastal cities (Adnan 

et al., 2020b; Zhang and Najafi, 2020). In recent years, due to the global climate change and the 

acceleration of human activities, the frequency and intensity of urban flooding disasters are rising, 

leading to a great challenge to urban flood prevention and reduction measures (Jacobson, 2011; 

Adnan et al., 2020a). Consequently, there has been a growing demand to improve the methods of 

flood risk analysis, in order to deal with the increasing probability and catastrophic results of flooding 

disasters  (Apel et al., 2009; Ward et al., 2011). 

The hazard degrees of people and vehicles have increased noticeably with the aggravation of 

urban flooding disasters. On 20 July 2021, the Jingguang Road Tunnel in Zhengzhou City, China 

was inundated, with 6 people being drowned and 247 vehicles being submerged (Mo, 2021). An 
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investigation into the hazard degrees of people and vehicles during urban flooding events can 

provide a scientific basis for flood hazard prevention and mitigation measures. Accurate prediction 

and evaluation of flood risk is the precondition of any strategies for disaster prevention and 

mitigation (Diaz-Nieto et al., 2012). The most widely used flood risk assessment methods are 

physically-based deterministic modeling approaches and probabilistic approaches (Di Baldassarre et 

al., 2010). Deterministic modeling approaches use physically-based hydrology and/or 

hydrodynamic models to assess the flood risks and do not take account of the uncertainties in the 

modelling process. As urban flooding disasters can be caused by a limited drainage capacity of 

linking elements or a limited capacity of drainage network systems, reflecting the interaction 

between surface runoff and underground pipe flow is crucial to urban flood modeling. In order to 

achieve simultaneous simulations of surface runoff and underground pipe flow, many numerical 

models based on the dual-drainage concept have been developed (Djordjević et al., 1999; Fraga et al., 

2016; Nanía et al., 2015). Such models coupled a two-dimensional (2D) surface runoff module with 

a one-dimensional (1D) sewer flow module, and the interaction between these two models was 

achieved using the inlet/manhole discharge capacity formulas (Noh et al., 2016). 

However, the uncertainty and chaotic nature of urban flooding processes lead to a great 

challenge to accurate numerical modeling (Freer et al., 2011). Actually, uncertainty can occur in 

almost every step of a deterministic urban flooding modeling study, including but not limited to 

model abstraction, input data quality, model parameter estimation, and correct initial and boundary 

conditions (Cea et al., 2011; Ozdemir et al., 2013; Montanari and Koutsoyiannis, 2014; 

Fernández-Pato et al., 2016). The presence of uncertainty and randomness should be properly 

addressed, by conducting the uncertainty and sensitivity analyses, using multiple models, or 
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combining the deterministic model with other probabilistic approaches, to obtain more reliable 

flood risk assessments (Villarini et al., 2010; Zhang and Najafi, 2020; Li et al., 2021). 

 In general, the hazard degrees of people and vehicles are related to flow characteristics 

including water depth and flow velocity, own physical features such as weight and height, and 

underlying surface conditions covering different ground slopes and surface roughness degrees 

(Russo et al., 2013; Xia et al., 2014b; Milanesi et al., 2016, p.; Martinez-Gomariz et al., 2018). 

Various formulas or criteria have been proposed based on experience, laboratory experiments, 

mechanical analysis, and combinations of mechanical analysis and laboratory experiments. Among 

them, the criteria based on both physical experiments and mechanical analysis can reflect the 

critical mechanical instability state, and therefore provide better university and accuracy. Intending 

to give a precise assessment of the hazard degree of people and vehicles during an urban flooding 

process, many researchers conducted numerical studies by coupling hydrodynamic models with the 

criterion of flood risk assessment. Xia et al. (2011) integrated a 2D surface runoff hydrodynamic 

model with the algorithms for assessing the flood hazard risks of different people groups and 

vehicles to simulate flash floods and presented corresponding hazard degrees. Kvocka et al. (2016) 

compared the performance of an empirically derived method and a physically-based flood hazard 

assessment method in assessing two extreme flood events. Based on the analysis of numerical 

results, suggest using the physically-based method to evaluate the flood risk in areas prone to 

extreme floods. Wang et al. (2021) coupled a graphics processing unit (GPU) accelerated shallow 

water equation model with physically-based instability criteria to establish a dynamic, convenient, 

and accurate risk assessment framework for people and vehicles in floodwaters. However, previous 

studies of flood risk assessment for people and vehicles mainly focused on surface flood processes, 
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and seldom discussed the influence of underground sewer systems on the surface flood inundation 

processes and the corresponding hazard degrees. Therefore, these models are difficult to be applied 

in actual urban environments. 

 In this study, an urban flooding modelling and hazard risk assessment framework that coupled a 

whole process hydrodynamic model for urban flooding and a hazard risk assessment module 

composed of physically-based incipient velocity formulas for people and vehicles in floodwaters 

was proposed. The performance of the proposed model was evaluated by a large-scale 

dual-drainage laboratory experiment. Then the model was used to simulate an urban flooding 

disaster that occurred in Glasgow, UK. By setting up a generalized sewer system, the effects were 

discussed of sewer drainage on the flood inundation process as well as corresponding flood risks to 

people and vehicles.   

2 Description of the integrated model 

 This section introduces the surface and sewer coupled hydrodynamic modeling framework for 

urban floods, as well as the risk assessment module of people and vehicles in floodwaters. The total 

hydrodynamic modeling framework is composed of a 2D surface runoff module, a flow exchange 

module, and a sewer network module.  
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Figure 1 Flowchart of the 2D surface and 1D sewer coupled hydrodynamic module of urban flooding and 

flood risk assessment module. 

2.1 Modeling framework for urban flood hydrodynamics 

2.1.1 Module of 2D surface runoff  

 The depth-averaged 2D shallow water equations have been widely used in describing 

open-channel flows in rivers, coastal regions and urban areas (Lai, 2010; Ozdemir et al., 2013). The 

2D SWEs are represented by three partial differential equations, which can be written in the 

following conservative form: 

( ) ( )

t x y

  
  

  
U F U G U

S  (1) 

where U is the vector of conserved variables; F and G are flux vectors in the x and y coordinates; S 

is the source term including bed friction and bed slope. The above vectors can be written in detail as 

follows: 
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where h is the water depth; u and v are the depth-averaged velocity components in the x and y 

coordinates; qd and qo are the drainage and overflow discharges per unit area, respectively; g is the 

gravitational acceleration; the bed slope term S0x and S0y accounts the variation of terrain elevation 

zb in the x and y coordinates; Sfx and Sfy are the friction slopes in the x and y directions. 

 The surface runoff module adopts a cell-centered Godunov-type finite volume method to solve 

the 2D SWEs, in which the conserved variables are stored in the center of each cell. In the current 

model, the computational domain is divided into a set of triangular meshes to replicate the geometry. 

Numerical flux through the cell edge is calculated using the HLLC approximate Riemann solver. 
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Inappropriate discretization of source terms may influence mass conservation and numerical 

stability. In this study, the novel surface reconstruction method (SRM) proposed by Xia et al. (2017) 

is adopted to hydrostatically reconstruct the Riemann state across the cell edge, which can avoid 

limitations in traditional hydrostatic reconstruction implementations such as the “waterfall effect” 

and incorrect bed slope discretization where the topography is stiff or discontinuous (Hou et al., 

2014). In the original study, the SRM method is developed for a kind of structured mesh, and it is 

extended to the unstructured triangular mesh in this study. It should be noted that numerical 

schemes based on the SRM are only first-order accuracy, and therefore, more computational cells 

are required to get the same performance than high-order schemes. However, as high-order schemes 

require more computational time per cell, first-order schemes with more computational cells may 

get better performance than high-order schemes with sparse spatial discretization under the same 

simulation time (Fernández-Pato et al., 2016). 

2.1.2 Flow exchange between surface and sewer modules 

 The hydraulic performance of a linking structure such as manhole and street inlet can greatly 

affect the overall performance of a sewer drainage system (Leitão et al., 2017). Under normal 

conditions, surface runoff is intercepted by street inlets and discharged into underground sewer 

pipes (Gómez et al., 2019). If the sewer system is surcharged, the discharge capacity of the 

manhole-gully system may reduce, and even the sewer flow would overflow to the surface, once the 

water head of the sewer flow is higher than the ground surface. Therefore, an accurate 

characterization of the flow exchange is important in numerical models of urban flooding. For 

simplicity, the flow interaction between surface and sewer systems can be generalized into two 

patterns: the surface-to-sewer drainage process and the sewer-to-surface overflow process. In the 
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current module of flow exchange, it is assumed that the surface runoff is intercepted by street inlets, 

while the overflow process only occurs via manholes. 

(1) Surface-to-sewer drainage process 

 The flow drainage process is usually described using the drainage capacity formulas based on 

the weir and/or orifice equations as a simplification (Rubinato et al., 2017; Martins et al., 2018; Palla 

et al., 2018). The drainage pattern of street inlet can be divided into submerged and non-submerged 

stages with an increase in surface water depth, which can be formulated respectively by the weir 

and orifice formula (Lee et al., 2012). Under small surface water depths, the drainage capacity of a 

street inlet is restricted by the capacity of the inlet grate. The increase in surface water depth will 

make the inlet grate to be fully submerged. In this situation, the overall discharge capacity is equal 

to the discharge capacity of the connection tube. The drainage discharge of the two processes can be 

characterized as follows: 

3/22
2 ( )

3

2

iw s

d

io s ti

C L g h
Q

C A gh

   
 

 
Non-submerged

Submerged
 (3) 

where Qd is the drainage discharge; hs is the surface water depth; hti is the hydraulic head difference 

between surface runoff and sewer pipe flow; As is the cross-sectional area of the side tube; L is the 

perimeter of the inlet grate; Ciw and Cio are the corresponding empirical coefficients for the weir and 

orifice formulae. 

(2) Sewer-to-surface overflow process 

 Under sewer surcharge conditions, the total water head of sewer flow can be greater than the 

water head of surface runoff, which can cause the occurrence of sewer-to-surface overflow. This 

process is generally governed by the orifice formula in urban flooding models (Djordjević et al., 
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2005), which can be given in this form: 

2 ( )
o mo m m s m

Q C A g h h H      (4) 

where Qo is the overflow discharge; Cmo is the orifice coefficient of the manhole; Am is the 

cross-sectional area of the manhole; hm is the water head of the manhole; Hm is the height of the 

manhole (equalling the height from the ground surface to the bottom of the manhole). 

2.1.3 Sewer network drainage module 

 Generally, sewers are designed to transport stormwater through ventilated pipes in a free-surface 

flow regime. Sewer surcharging may occur during heavy rainfall events, with the flow regime within 

the sewer pipes transiting between free-surface and pressurized flows. The cross-sectionally averaged 

continuity and momentum equations for sewer flows under free-surface and pressurized regimes can 

be written in a conservative form (Sanders and Bradford, 2011): 

t x

 
 

 
U F

S   (5) 
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0
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S   (6) 

where A is the wetted cross-sectional area of the sewer flow; Q is the discharge through the sewer pipe; 

I is the pressure term; S0 is the slope of the sewer pipe; Sf is the friction head loss slope estimated using 

the Manning’s equation. 

 The sewer network drainage module can be solved based on the 1D finite volume method 

framework. A sewer pipe is discretized into multiple uniform computational cells in numerical 

simulations. Numerical fluxes across cell edges are determined by solving the Riemann problem 

using the HLL approximate Riemann solver (Sanders and Bradford, 2011). The regime transition 

between free-surface flow and pressurized flow is calculated using the Preissmann slot method 
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(León et al., 2009; Kerger et al., 2011). 

2.2 Module of flood risk assessment 

 The instability of people and vehicles has been the main cause of casualties during flood 

disasters (Doocy et al., 2013). In the risk assessment module, the mechanics-based and experimental 

calibrated incipient velocity formulas for flooded people and vehicles proposed by Xia et al., (2014a, 

b) are adopted to give a quantitative assessment of flood hazard degrees. 

2.2.1 Criterion of human stability in floodwaters 

 Sliding (friction) instability and toppling (moment) instability are identified as the major 

instability mechanisms for people in floodwaters (Jonkman and Penning-Rowsell, 2008). Based on 

the comprehensive mechanical analysis, Xia et al. (2014a) proposed a formula to calculate the 

incipient velocity of people in floodwaters, which can be used to evaluate people’s flood risk. In the 

case of small water depths and high flow velocities, the drag force of the flow can be greater than 

the effective friction force, which may lead to sliding instability. Under large water depths, the 

buoyancy force can greatly reduce the resisting moment of the effective bodyweight and cause the 

occurrence of toppling instability. However, as the sliding instability only occurred under conditions 

with very shallow water depth and large flow velocity which are seldom occurs in practice, Xia et 

al., (2014a) suggest using the toppling instability threshold to evaluate the flood hazard degree of 

people in floodwaters. The formula characterizing the incipient velocity in toppling instability can 

be written as Eq. (7): 

 1 1
2 22 2

f p

f p

c p

p f f p

h m a b
U a m b

h h h h h






  
           

  (7) 

where Uc is the incipient flow velocity; hf is the water depth; hp is the height of a human body; mp is 

the weight of a human body; ρf is the density of water; α and β are empirical coefficients; a1, b1, a2, b2 
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are coefficients describing the feature of a human body (Xia et al., 2014a). Parameters in Eq. (7) are 

presented in Table 1. 

Table 1 Parameters for the stability criterion of different people groups in floodwaters (Xia et al., 2014a). 

Object 

Parameters in Eq. (7) 

hp mp ρf α β a1 b1 a2 b2 

(m) (kg) (kg.m
-3

) m
0.5

.s
-1 

- - - m
3
.kg

−1
 m

3
 

Adult 1.7 60 1000 3.472 0.188 0.633 0.367 1.015 × 10
-3 −4.927 × 10

−3
 

Children 1.26 25.5 1000 3.472 0.188 0.633 0.367 1.015 × 10
-3

 −4.927 × 10
−3

 

2.2.2 Criterion of vehicle stability in floodwaters 

 Vehicles parking on flooded streets can be swept away during extreme flood events, which may 

cause further threats to passengers, pedestrians, and urban infrastructures. Many experimental and 

analytical studies were conducted to investigate the stability of vehicles in floodwaters 

(Martinez-Gomariz et al., 2017; Shah et al., 2019). Floating instability and sliding instability are the 

most common instability patterns for flooded vehicles (Martinez-Gomariz et al., 2018). It is 

generally accepted that the stability of a flooded vehicle is related to the flow condition (water depth 

and velocity), vehicle characteristics (weight, shape), ground slope and orientation angle (the angle 

between flow direction and vehicle body). Xia et al. (2014b) analyzed the forces acting on a flooded 

vehicle and proposed a mechanics-based formula for the incipient velocity of vehicles in 

floodwaters. Based on scaled physical experiments, two key parameters of the derived formula were 

calibrated. The incipient velocity for vehicles in floodwaters can be written as: 

( / ) 2 ( )
c f c c c c f f f

U h h gl h h R
        (8) 

where hc is the height of the vehicle; lc is the length of the vehicle (it is assumed that the flow 

direction is parallel to the side of a vehicle); ρc is the density of the vehicle, Rf = hcγc/(hkγf), in which 

hk is the critical water depth at which the vehicle starts to float, γc and γf are the specific weights of 
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vehicle and water; α and β are empirical coefficients. Parameters  for the stability criterion of 

different vehicles are presented in Table 2. 

Table 2 Parameters for the stability criterion of different vehicles in floodwaters (Xia et al., 2014b). 

Object 

 Parameters in Eq. (8)  

hc lc ρc α β Rf hk 

(m) (m) (kg.m
-3

) 
 

- - (m) 

Honda Accord 1.48 4.945 170.44 0.212 -0.562 0.65 0.45 

Audi Q7 1.737 5.089 203 0.438 -0.219 0.551 0.67 

2.2.3 Quantification method of flood hazard degree 

Fig. 2 shows the depth-incipient velocity curve for different people groups and vehicles in 

floodwaters. Following the same method as the previous numerical studies on flood risk assessment 

(Xia et al., 2011; Kvocka et al., 2018), the hazard degrees of people and vehicles can be expressed 

by the ratio of the actual flow velocity uf to incipient velocity Uc: 

min(1.0, )f cHD u U   (9) 

where HD is the hazard degree. If the flow velocity is significantly lower than the incipient velocity, 

the hazard degree will be close to zero, which means the overall hazard degree is relatively low. If 

the actual flow velocity is close to or larger than the incipient velocity of people or vehicles, the 

flood hazard degree will be close to 1, indicating a high flood risk.  
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Figure 2 Depth-incipient velocity curves: (a) different people groups; (b) different vehicles. 

3 Results 

 In this section, the accuracy of the proposed model was first validated by the results of a 

large-scale dual-drainage laboratory experiment concerning flash flood inundation processes over a 

typical urban street. Then the validated model was applied to simulate a real urban flooding process 

that occurred in Glasgow, UK.  

3.1 Model validation using a dual-drainage laboratory experiment 

3.1.1 Description of the laboratory experiment and numerical model setup 

 Experimental data obtained from the laboratory platform with a real urban street structure were 

selected to validate the current model. The platform was constructed based on a large-scale flume 

located in North China University of Water Resources and Electric Power (Dong et al., 2021). As 

illustrated in Fig. 3, the flume is 20.5 m in length, 3 m in width, and 0.6 m in height. A dam located 

4.5 m from the upstream sidewall separates the flume into the reservoir zone and the downstream 

model urban zone. The model main road is located in the center of the flume, and buildings, 

sidewalks as well as street inlets are symmetrically distributed on both sides. A drainage network is 

located under the laboratory flume, which is composed of rain boxes, side tubes, and main sewer 
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pipe. At the start of each experiment test, the gate of the reservoir was lifted rapidly and then the 

flood inundated along the whole street. Ultrasonic water level gauges were used to measure the 

surface water level variations at seven specific positions. Ten electromagnetic flowmeters and a 

pressure gauge were respectively used to measure the drainage discharge through the street inlets 

and the water depth variation in the main sewer pipe. The distance between the pressure gauge and 

the last pair of side tubes is set to 1.0 m. In this study, the computational domain was divided into 

52, 516 unstructured triangular meshes with a spatial resolution of 5 cm. The downstream of the 

flume was specified as the free boundary condition while other boundaries were specified as the 

solid wall boundary conditions. 

 

Figure 3 Sketch of the laboratory platform for flash flood inundation and positions of measurement points. 

3.1.2 Sensitivity analysis 

The proposed model included a comprehensive representation of the dual-drainage urban 

flooding process. However, the model performance is affected by various uncertainties, especially 

parameter uncertainties (Di Baldassarre et al., 2010). Sensitivity analysis can identify the most 

influential input parameters to the simulated results and therefore can facilitate the model application. 

In this section, a global sensitivity analysis method of the extended Fourier amplitude sensitivity test 

(E-FAST) (Saltelli et al., 1999) was selected to identify the most influential parameters. By adopting 
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the E-FAST method, main and total effects for the influence of one parameter on the overall model 

outputs can be obtained. The model outputs covered the NSE values (Nash and Sutcliffe, 1970) of the 

surface water depth variation at the measurement point P6 and the sewer water depth variation. Five 

model inputs were selected to conduct sensitivity analysis and the description of the selected input 

parameters and the corresponding variation ranges are presented in Table 3. 

For the E-FAST global sensitivity analysis method, a total of Np×NMC model runs were required 

where Np was the number of input parameters selected for GSA and NMC was the number of Monte 

Carlo simulations per parameter. In the current study, NMC was set to 500 corresponding to a total of 

2500 model simulations. The main and total effects sensitivity indices on NSE of each model input 

parameter are presented in Fig. 4. For the surface water depth variation at P6, the variables of surface 

roughness (n) and inlet orifice coefficient (Co), were identified as the most influential parameters 

since these parameters directly influenced the flood inundation processes and controlled the drainage 

volume from the surface to the underground sewer network. As the underground sewer network 

presented a ventilated state, the sewer flow had little influence on the surface processes. Therefore, 

the sensitivity of sewer pipe roughness (np) was small. In terms of the simulated sewer water depth 

variation, surface roughness (n), inlet weir and orifice coefficient (Cw and Co), and roughness of 

sewer pipe (np), were found to have a significant effect. The wet-dry threshold water depth (hmin) was 

found to be non-influential to the variation in surface and sewer water depths, and this parameter 

can be treated as a constant in numerical simulations.  
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Figure 4 Results from the sensitivity analysis for the selected model parameters: (a) variation in surface 

water depth at P6; (b) variation in sewer water depth. 

 

Table 3 Variation ranges of input parameters for sensitivity analysis 

Order Symbol Description Unit Min Max 

1 n Surface roughness s.m
-1/3

 0.008 0.013 

2 Co Inlet orifice coefficient - 0.01 0.6 

3 Cw Inlet weir coefficient - 0.01 0.6 

4 np Pipe roughness s.m
-1/3

 0.008 0.013 

5 hmin Wet–dry threshold water depth m 1E-6 0.001 

3.1.3 Simulated results and uncertainty analysis  

Uncertainty analysis was conducted using the GSA-GLUE method (Ratto et al., 2001) that 

combines the widely used generalized likelihood uncertainty estimation (GLUE) (Beven and Freer, 

2001) and the GSA. Following the GSA-GLUE framework, the input parameter sample set generated 

for the E-FAST analysis was applied for the GLUE analysis. In this study, the threshold likelihood of 

NSE > 0.1 was used to get the behavioral solution samples. Fig. 5 compares the laboratory 

observations with the uncertainty bands with the bounds of 95% confidence interval and the best-fit 

results calculated using the global optimal parameters. In general, the model presents satisfactory 

accuracy with most of the measured data points within the bounds of uncertainty bands and the NSE 

coefficients of the best-fit results greater than 0.94 and 0.81 for the surface and sewer water depth 

variations, respectively. The overall uncertainty of the calculated sewer water depth variation was 
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greater than that of the surface water depth. In addition, the uncertainty in surface water depth 

variation increased from upstream to downstream, with the coverage of measured data within the 

bounds of the 95% confidence interval reducing from 87% at P2 to 73% at P7. It should be mentioned 

that only the parameter uncertainty was discussed while other sources of uncertainty in the initial and 

boundary conditions or model structural errors were not considered. Therefore, more detailed 

uncertainty analyses should be conducted in the future to provide a comprehensive understanding of 

the uncertainty in 1D-2D coupled urban flooding modeling. 

Figure 5 Comparisons between the calculated and experimental data: (a-c) surface water depth 

hydrographs at points P2, P4, and P7; (d) variation in the water depth of the main sewer pipe. 
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3.2 Simulation of Glasgow flood  

3.2.1 Description of the study area and the flood event 

 Hunter et al. (2008) proposed a 2D hydraulic model benchmark for urban flooding based on a 

flood event that occurred in a small urban catchment within Glasgow city, Scotland, UK. This 

benchmark is based on a real flood event that occurred on 30 July 2002, with the violent streamflow 

caused by heavy rainfall overflowing from the culvert located at the location Q in Fig. 6 (Hunter et 

al., 2008). Therefore, this urban flood event was generalized as a phenomenon of overflowing from 

a source point. As the catchment area upstream of the location Q is small, the flood event responds 

rapidly to rainfall and presents a sharp rise and fall in discharge hydrograph. The inflow discharge 

hydrograph reconstructed based on the eyewitness reports and historical photographs is shown in 

Fig. 6, with the maximum discharge and the total overflow volume being 10 m
3
/s and 8600 m

3
, 

respectively. During the flood event, the flood inundated alone the two east-west oriented streets 

with low water depths and high flow velocities, finally ponding in the region around the point STA3. 

However, this benchmark dataset included only the comprehensive surface topography data, and the 

sewer system data were not covered, such as sizes and locations of street inlets, manholes and sewer 

pipes. To investigate the interaction between surface runoff and sewer pipe flow as well as the 

corresponding influence on hazard degrees of people and vehicles, a hypothetical sewer drainage 

system was used in this study. The hypothetical drainage was composed of 146 street inlets, 50 

manholes, and 49 sewer pipes. Street inlets and sewer pipes were arranged along the roads from 

northwest to southeast. The interaction between surface runoff and sewer pipe flow is achieved 

through the inlet-manhole approach, which suggests that surface runoff is drained through multiple 

street inlets into the nearest manhole (Jang et al., 2018). A uniform slope of 0.4% was set to all 
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sewer pipes and the elevation of the sewer network outlet was set to 21.0 m. The diameter of all 

sewer pipes was set to 1.2 m and the planform geometry of each street inlet was set to 0.45 m×0.75 

m. 

 

Figure 6 Topography and sewer drainage system structure of the study area. 

 

3.2.2 Model setup for the urban flood in Glasgow 

 The computational domain had a rectangular shape with 1.0 km in length and 0.4 km in width. 

The underlying topography of the catchment was derived from a combination of airborne laser 

altimetry (LiDAR) and digital map data with a 2 m spatial resolution. DEM cells inside building 

vectors were artificially raised to represent the building height and ensure that would not be 

submerged during an urban flood event. As the DEM data provided a detailed characterization of 

the boundary of buildings, all the buildings were reflected using the building-block method 

(Schubert and Sanders, 2012). The whole computational domain was divided into about 898, 330 

unstructured triangular meshes with a special resolution of about 1 m. All the boundaries of the 

computational domain were specified as the solid wall boundary condition. Constant Manning 

roughness coefficients for the ground surface and the sewer network pipes were specified as 0.020 

and 0.012 s.m
-1/3

, respectively. The pressurized wave speed a of sewer flow varies in time and space, 
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depending on the entrainment of air (Sanders and Bradford, 2011), which causes the coefficient 

hard to determine. According to numerical experiments on the sensitivity of pressurized wave speed, 

different wave speed values can exert little influence on the overall results (Li et al., 2020). 

However, a larger wave speed will lead to numerical oscillations and significantly influence 

computational efficiency. As suggested by Sanders and Bradford, (2011), the pressurized flow wave 

speed was set to 75 m/s. The weir and orifice coefficients for the drainage of street inlets were set to 

0.44 and 0.54, respectively; the overflow orifice coefficient of manholes was set to 0.20. 

3.2.3 Simulated results 

 Fig. 7 presents the spatial and temporal variations of the flood inundation process. At about t = 

2400 s, the study area reached the maximum inundation degree, with the maximum water depth of 

about 0.8 m. Subsequently, the inundation range, as well as the water depth, gradually decreased 

due to the drainage of the sewer system. From t =6000 s to t = 7200 s, the surface runoff around 

street inlets was almost drained, and therefore, the influence of the sewer system on the water depth 

distribution was insignificant during this period, with only a small amount of water remaining in 

low-lying areas.  
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Figure 7 Spatial and temporal variation of the flood inundation process. 

Fig. 8 shows the variations in water volume hydrographs at different parts of the computation 

domain. The sewer system plays an important role in the flood inundation process, with the total 

sewer drainage volume being about 7635 m
3
 accounting for 88.7% of the total inflow volume. The 

maximum inundation volume directly influences the distribution of water depth and therefore 

influences the hazard degree of a flooded area. At t =1900 s, the surface water volume reached the 

maximum value. In this case, the maximum surface inundation volume was about 4950 m
3
, 

representing a reduction of 44% compared with the case without the sewer drainage. At t = 1420 s 

to 2000 s, the water volume stored in the sewer system was almost unchanged, while the surface 

volume presented a continuously increasing trend, indicating the sewer system had reached the 

maximum drainage capacity. 
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Figure 8 Temporal variations in water volumes of total inflow, surface flow, inlet intercepted, sewer stored 

and accumulated sewer drainage. 

 Because of the rapid falling of surface runoff, the flow regime transition between open channel 

flow to pressurized flow may occur in sewer systems (Vasconcelos et al., 2006). Once the sewer 

water head was higher than the ground elevation of the study area, the sewer flow would overflow 

into the surface. As mentioned in section 2, surface runoff is intercepted by street inlets and 

discharged into the sewer network via connected manholes in the current model. While the sewer 

flow can only overflow through the manholes. The accumulated exchange volumes through 

different manholes are presented in Fig. 9. The spatial distribution of accumulated exchange 

volumes was significantly affected by the location of manholes. Most of the surface runoff was 

incepted by street inlets located at the upstream side of the study area and was conveyed to the 

sewer outlet via the sewer pipes. The discharge within sewer pipes increased from upstream to 

downstream and therefore exceeded the discharge capacity of the sewer pipes, which led to the 

occurrence of sewer surcharge. In conclusion, the interaction between surface runoff and sewer pipe 

flow is a complex process. It is necessary to consider not only the discharge capacity of street inlets 
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but also the drainage capacity of sewer networks. Directly simplifying the sewer drainage system as 

a set of street inlets is hard to meet the acquirement of simulating actual urban flooding processes. 

 

Figure 9 Spatial distribution of accumulated exchange volume between the surface and the sewer network 

through different manholes. (blue bars: accumulated drainage volume; red bars: accumulated overflow 

volume) 

4 Discussion 

 In this section, the influences were discussed of the underground sewer system on the flood 

inundation characteristics as well as corresponding hazard degrees for different people groups and 

vehicles. 

4.1 Influence of the sewer system on flood inundation characteristics 

Water depth and flow velocity are two key parameters to evaluate the hazard degrees during 

flood events (Kreibich et al., 2009). Fig. 10 presents the comparisons of maximum water depths and 

velocities under the scenarios with and without the sewer drainage system. The main street located 

on the southwest of the computational domain had the maximum inundation degree, with the water 

depth values being close to 0.8 m. Because the inflow discharge in the initial stage was much larger 

than the drainage capacity of the sewer drainage system, the distributions of flood inundation range 
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and maximum flow velocity under these two scenarios were almost the same. However, as time 

increased, the cumulative impact of the sewer drainage system became apparent, and the flooded 

area with a larger inundation water depth (h>0.7) was significantly reduced under the with sewer 

drainage system scenario.  

 

Figure 10 Distributions of maximum water depth and flow velocity under the scenarios with and without 

the sewer drainage system: (a) maximum water depth; (b) maximum flow velocity. 

Fig. 11 illustrates the water depth hydrographs at points STA1-4. Point STA1 is located near the 

inflow point and represents a zone that can rapidly accumulate the water at the beginning of the 

simulation. As there are no drainage structures around STA1, the water depth variations under these 

two scenarios were almost the same during the whole process. STA2 is located in the middle of the 

road which can receive the water from east to west. During the flood inundation process, surface 

runoff was intercepted and conveyed through street inlets, which slightly reduced the water depth 

and delayed the flood wave speed. STA3 and STA4 are located in the lower part of the study area, 

which can receive the water from the road network, and therefore present as a ponding at the end of 

the simulation. Due to the influence of the sewer system, points STA3 and STA4 were almost dry at 
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t = 6000 s and t = 3600 s, respectively. At points STA2 and STA4, the sewer system reduced the 

flow velocity, while the flow velocity at STA3 increased from t = 3600 s to t = 7200 s as a result of 

the sewer drainage. Therefore, for flooded areas with larger inundation water depths, the sewer 

drainage system may increase the local velocity of surface flow and lead to potential hazard risks. 

Figure 11 Comparisons of water depth and flow velocity hydrographs at different points under the 

scenarios with and without the sewer drainage system. 

 

4.2 Influence of the sewer system on hazard degrees 

 Based on the high-resolution spatial and temporal hydrodynamic results, the corresponding 

hazard degrees for people and vehicles were evaluated using the module of flood risk assessment of 

people and vehicles. This section highlights the influence of the urban sewer drainage system on 

flood hazard degrees. Fig. 12 presents a comparison of maximum hazard degree distributions of 

different people groups and vehicles. As a result of high velocity and large water depth, the children 

would face a great threat on the main roads of the study area. However, the hazard degree of adults 

was relatively small in the whole study area except the location being near the inflow point. The 
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sewer system showed little influence on the hazard degree of adults, with the flood risk distributions 

under the scenarios with and without the sewer drainage being almost the same. People and vehicles 

presented different characteristics of hazard degree distributions in this study. The flood risk of 

vehicles was higher, and the distribution of maximum hazard degree for vehicles was almost the 

same as the distribution of water depth. As the sewer system significantly reduced the surface water 

depth, the hazard degree of vehicles would be greatly mitigated, especially for the vehicle of Audi 

Q7.

 

Figure 12 Comparisons of maximum hazard degree distributions of different people groups and vehicles 

under the scenarios with and without the sewer drainage system. 
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Fig. 13 presents a comparison of hazard degree variations for different vehicles and different 

people groups under the scenarios with and without the sewer drainage system. In most cases, the 

sewer system mitigated the flood risks of people and vehicles, with the maximum hazard degrees 

and high-risk time (hazard degree greater than 0.9) significantly being reduced. As points STA1 and 

STA2 are located at the upstream side of the study area, the impact of the sewer drainage system is 

relatively small, and the temporal variations of hazard degree under these two scenarios were 

almost the same. During the flood inundation process, a large amount of water was drained into the 

sewer network through street inlets. The flow drainage process not only reduced the water depth but 

also slowed down the flow velocity, and hence the flood hazard degrees of people and vehicles in 

floodwaters were greatly affected. At point STA3, the high-risk time of Honda Accord under the 

scenario with the sewer drainage system lasted only about 2100 s, while under the scenario without 

the sewer drainage system, the high-risk time lasted from t = 1850 s to the end of the simulation. 

For the vehicle of Audi Q7, the maximum hazard degree at STA3 was equal to 0.519 because the 

water depth was greatly reduced by the sewer drainage system. The sewer drainage process 

increased the flood risk of people at STA3. For the scenario with the sewer drainage system, the 

maximum flood risks of children and adults after t = 3600 s were 0.228 and 0.156, respectively. 

While the values were 0.172 and 0.088, respectively for the scenario without the sewer drainage 

system. The reason for this phenomenon is that under larger water depth circumstances, topping 

instability that a human body pivots around the heel is the main instability mode. Topping 

instability was observed to occur under the condition of large water depth and small flow velocity, 

and therefore the stability thresholds are sensitive to the variation in flow velocity. The drainage 

process increased the flow velocity around STA3, therefore leading to higher flood hazard risks. But 
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the hazard degrees of children and adults were relatively low, and additional flood risk caused by 

the sewer drainage was negligible under this circumstance. 

 

Figure 13 Comparisons of hazard degree variations for different vehicles and people groups under the 

scenarios with and without the sewer drainage system. 

 

5 Conclusions 

In this study, a surface and sewer coupled hydrodynamic model was proposed, with the module 

of flood risk assessment of people and vehicles being included. The proposed model was first 

validated by a laboratory experiment of flood inundation in a flume with model uncertainty and 

input parameter sensitivity were analyzed using the GSA-GLUE method. Then the model was 

applied to simulate a flash flood event that occurred in Glasgow, UK. The influences of urban sewer 
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drainage systems on flood inundation processes and corresponding hazard degrees of people and 

vehicles were quantitively discussed. The following conclusions are obtained from this study: 

(i) The proposed model can accurately simulate the urban flooding process, including the surface 

runoff inundation, flow exchange between surface runoff and sewer pipe flow, and flow drainage 

through the sewer network. Model predictions were in close agreement with the observations in a 

laboratory experiment, with the NSE values of key hydrodynamic parameters greater than 0.8 for 

the best-fit simulation results.  

(ii) E-FAST analysis indicates that the variables of surface roughness (n), inlet orifice coefficient 

(Co) were identified as the key parameters to influence the variation in surface water depth variation. 

For the sewer water depth variation, the parameters of surface roughness (n), inlet weir and orifice 

coefficient (Cw and Co), the roughness of sewer pipe (np) were found to have a significant effect. 

The wet-dry threshold water depth (hmin) was found to be non-influential to the variation in surface 

and sewer water depths, and this parameter can be treated as a constant in numerical simulations.  

(iii) For urban flood hazards, road networks are the main path for flood inundation and therefore 

become high-risk areas for people and vehicles. Vehicles are more vulnerable to large water depths 

while the stability of a human body is more sensitive to high flow velocity, and therefore people and 

vehicles present different characteristics of hazard degree distribution in an urban area.  

(iv) According to the simulated results of the Glasgow flood event, about 8107 m
3
 of water was 

drained to the sewer system, which accounted for 94.8% of the total inflow volume. Urban drainage 

systems can effectively mitigate the urban flooding disaster in terms of reducing the inundation 

water depth, slowing down the flow velocity, and therefore reducing the hazard degrees of people 

and vehicles. However, for flooded areas with large water depths, the drainage process may increase 
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the local velocity, which may lead to potential hazard risks.   
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